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ANTIBACTERIAL HAND GEL
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

DESCRIPTION:
Green Rhino® Antibacterial Hand Gel is an alcohol based hand sanitiser 
that contains 70% alcohol. It helps keep your hands clean and hygienic by 
killing bacteria on your skin. It is a popular choice as an additional line of 
defence against infection.

DIRECTIONS
Apply a coin sized amount to your palm and rub hands together until dry.

APPLICATIONS:

PROPERTIES:

• Areas where hand hygiene is important
• When soap and water is not readily available and when hands are not 
  visibly dirty or greasy

Thick clear liquid with a mild odour.

WARNING

Hand Sanitiser

Available Sizes:

GRS8-5

WARNING: Flammable liquid and vapour. Harmful if swallowed. Moderately toxic can result in nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain. Moderate to strong irritant to eyes.
                          Prolonged contact to skin will have a degreasing effect. 

FIRST AID: 
EYE:   Flush immediately with cold water for at least 15 minutes. Seek medical attention if problem persists.
SKIN:   Flush with plenty of water until no evidence of product remains.
INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. Give nothing by mouth. If patient continues to be distressed seek medical attention immediately
INHALATION: Remove to fresh air. If breathing is difficult seek medical attention immediately.
If medical advice is needed have the product container/label at hand. In an emergency phone the National Poison Centre.(24 hrs): 0800 POISON[764 766].

OUR VISION AND MISSION: 
To be the leading value-based provider to the market. We have a dedicated team to achieve excellence for our customers and a philosophy of total quality. We conduct business and create 
relationships in an ethical and sustainable manner with customers, our community and the environment. The value we provide our customers is the opportunity to increase profit through 
lower cost solutions that do not sacrifice quality or service.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: 
Pacer is committed to leading the industry in minimising the impact of its activities on the environment. The key points of our strategy to achieve this are: Purpose built premises utilising 
energy efficient technology and rain water collection. Actively promoting recycling both internally and amongst our customers and suppliers. To develop and promote a product range 
to minimise the environmental impact of our products. We are constantly evaluating and looking at substituting to a more environmentally friendly composition of raw materials for our 
products. To meet or exceed all the environmental legislation that relates to our industry.

DISCLAIMER: 
The technical data and information provided, including the recommendations for applying & using our products, is given in good faith based on our current knowledge and experience and 
is believed to be accurate when applied under ‘normal’ conditions. In practice, the materials, surfaces or conditions are so varied that no warranty regarding the working results or any 
liability or guarantee can be inferred either from this information nor from a verbal consultation. It is recommended that the user makes his or her own tests to determine the suitability of the 
product for their own requirements.
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